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AbstratThe existene of a osmi neutrino bakground { the analogue of the osmi mirowave bak-ground { is a fundamental predition of standard big bang osmology. Up to now, the observa-tional evidene for its existene is rather indiret and rests entirely on osmologial observationsof, e.g., the light elemental abundanes, the anisotropies in the osmi mirowave bakground,and the large sale distribution of matter. Here, we review more diret, weak interation baseddetetion tehniques for the osmi neutrino bakground in the present epoh and in our loalneighbourhood. We show that, with urrent tehnology, all proposals are still o� by some ordersof magnitude in sensitivity to lead to a guaranteed detetion of the reli neutrinos. The mostpromising laboratory searh, based on neutrino apture on beta deaying nulei, may be donein future experiments designed to measure the neutrino mass through deay kinematis.1. IntrodutionOver the past deade, we have witnessed extraordinary progress in observational os-mology. In fat, from the interpretation of osmologial data a quite preise knowledgeof the energy (mass) budget of the universe emerged. Along with the heavily exploitedosmi mirowave bakground (CMB), standard big bang theory predits the existeneof a osmi neutrino bakground (CNB), omprised of reli neutrinos from the epohof deoupling of weak interations about one seond after the big bang. Presently, the? Invited talk presented at PANIC 2008, 9-14 November 2008, Eilat, IsraelPreprint submitted to Elsevier 12 January 2009
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inferene about or evidene for the existene of the CNB rests solely on osmologialmeasurements, in partiular the light elemental abundanes and their interpretation interms of big bang nuleosynthesis (BBN), the spetrum of CMB anisotropies, and thelarge sale matter power spetrum (for a review, see Ref. [1℄). All these measurements,however, probe the presene of reli neutrinos only at early stages in the osmologialevolution and, moreover, in a rather indiret way. Here, we will onentrate on morediret, weak interation based detetion possibilities of the CNB, sensitive in partiularto the CNB in our loal neighborhood and in the present epoh.2. Phase spae distribution of reli neutrinosThe design of a diret, weak interation based detetion experiment needs a preiseknowledge of the phase spae distribution of the reli neutrinos. Its average over largesales has been determined when the primordial plasma had a temperature of about oneMeV: it is given by the homogeneous and isotropi relativisti Fermi-Dira distribution,f0 = 1=(1 + exp(p=T�;0)), where p is the modulus of the omoving three-momentum pand T�;0 = (4=11)1=3T;0 = 1:95 K is today's CNB temperature, in terms of the CMBtemperature T;0 = 2:73 K. Correspondingly, the large sale properties of the CNBare tightly related to the properties of the well-measured CMB and are therefore to beonsidered as fundamental preditions of standard big bang osmology. Their presentnumber density,�n�;0 = �n��;0| {z }CNB = 322 �n;0|{z}CMB = 56 m�3; (1)when summed over all netrino types i = 1; 2; 3, is large and omparable to the one of theCMB. Their present average three-momentum, on the other hand, is very small,�p�;0 = �p��;0| {z }CNB = 3 (4=11)1=3 T;0|{z}CMB = 5� 10�4 eV: (2)Correspondingly, at least two of the reli neutrino mass eigenstates are non-relativistitoday (m�i � �p�i;0), independently of whether neutrino masses have a normal hier-arhial or inverted hierarhial pattern. These neutrinos are subjet to gravitationallustering into gravitational potential wells due to existing old dark matter (CDM) andbaryoni strutures, ausing the loal neutrino number density to be enhaned relative tothe standard value (1) and the momentum distribution to deviate from the one followingfrom the Fermi-Dira distribution.A omprehensive and exhaustive study of gravitational lustering of reli neutrinos [2℄has revealed that, within the range of possible neutrino masses 1 , one an expet anoverdensity of 1 � 20 over the mean values in our position in the Milky Way, i.e. at adistane of about r� = 8 kp from the galati enter (.f. Fig. 1 (left)). The presentday momentum distribution near the Earth is found to be almost isotropi, with meanradial veloity hvri � 0 and seond moments that satisfy approximately the relation1 The present osmologial limit on the sum of the neutrino masses is in the Pim�i < 0:5 � 0:6 eVrange for a �CDM model, but an be relaxed by a large fator if more parameters are inluded [1℄.2



Fig. 1. Charateristis of the CNB in the Milky Way, obtained from solutions of the ollisionless Boltz-mann equation for the neutrino phase spae distribution in the bakground of the gravitational potentialof a NFW CDM halo (NFWhalo) orresponding to the Milky Way and of the present day Milky Waymass distribution (MWnow) [2℄. The results are displayed for di�erent values of the neutrino mass, rang-ing from 0:15 to 0:6 eV. Left panels: Neutrino number density pro�les, normalized to their osmologialmean, as a funtion of the distane to the galati enter. The top (bottom) urves orrespond to theMWnow (NFWhalo) gravitational potential. Right panels: Momentum distribution of the reli neutri-nos in the loal neighborhood of the Earth, obtained from the MWnow (solid) and NFWhalo (dashed)potential, approahing for large momenta the relativisti Fermi-Dira distribution (dotted).2hv2ri � hv2T i. The oarse-grained phase spae densities �f(r�; p) in Fig. 1 (right) are atat low momenta, with a ommon value of nearly 1/2, have a turning point at about theesape momenta orresponding to the gravitational potential, and quikly approah theFermi-Dira distribution for larger momenta.3. Diret CNB detetion tehniques and their prospetsIn this setion we will ontentrate on detetion tehniques of the CNB whih are basedon weak interation sattering proesses involving the reli neutrinos as beam or as target.3.1. Detetion via mehanial fore due to reli neutrino elasti sattering o� targetThe Earth is moving through the almost isotropi (f. last setion) reli neutrinobakground. Coherent sattering of the orresponding reli neutrino ux o� target matterin a terrestrial detetor will lead to a mehanial fore [3,4℄ whih may be deteted inCavendish-type torsion balanes (f. Fig. 2) by searhing for an annual modulation ofthe signal. In fat, a terrestrial detetor of mass density �t and linear size rt < �{, where�{ = 1=hpi = 0:12 m=hp=T�;0i; (3)is the de Broglie wavelength of the reli neutrinos, will experiene a neutrino wind induedaeleration due to oherent sattering [3,4,5,6,7℄,3
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Fig. 2. Cavendish-type torsion balane for reli neutrino detetion [6℄.at 'X�;�� n� vrel| {z }ux 4�3 N2A �t r3t ��N 2m� vrel| {z }mom: transfer (4)' 2� 10�28 ms2 �n��n���10�3 vrel �� �tg=m3��rt�{ �3 ;where NA is Avogadro's number, ��N ' G2Fm2�=� is the elasti neutrino nuleon rosssetion, and vrel = hjv � v�ji is the mean veloity of the reli neutrinos in the restsystem of the detetor. Here v� ' 7:7� 10�4  denotes the veloity of the Earth throughthe Milky Way. The aeleration (4) an be improved further by using foam-like [3℄ orlaminated [4℄ materials, or by embedding grains of size �{ (with spaing � �{) randomly ina low density host material [8℄ (f. Fig. 2). In this way one may exploit a target size muhlarger than �{, while still avoiding destrutive interferene. For Majorana type neutrinos,the aeleration has a further suppression fator (vrel=)2 ' 10�6 for an unpolarized andvrel= ' 10�3 for a polarized target [6℄, respetively.To infer the prospets of this CNB detetion method we note that presently Cavendish-type torsion balanes routinely reah an aeleration sensitivity of 10�13 m/s2 [9℄. Im-provements obtainable with urrent tehnology may improve this down to 10�23 m/s2 [6℄(f. Fig. 2). Correspondingly, at present this method falls short in sensitivity by at leastthree orders of magnitude. But it an still be envisaged in the not-so-distant future, say,within thirty to forty years. For the (most likely) ase that the neutrinos are of Majoranatype, however, the opportunities of CNB detetion via this method seem to be very slim.3.2. Detetion via reli neutrino apture on radioative nuleiA very promising tehnique for diret detetion of the CNB may be realized in betadeay experiments initially designed to measure the neutrino mass 2 through the kine-matis of the deay [11,12,13,14℄. It takes advantage of the fat that the rate for reli2 For an interesting proposal to detet reli neutrinos via Pauli bloking e�ets near thresholds foratomi neutrino pair mission enhaned by laser irradiation, see Ref. [10℄.4



Fig. 3. Idealized eletron spetrum for tritium beta deay plus reli neutrino apture from Ref. [11℄.neutrino apture on beta deaying nulei, e.g. on tritium, �i + 3H! e+ 3He, onvergesto a �nite value for v� ! 0, e.g.Ni;CNB ' 6:5 yr�1 �100 g 3H��1 jUeij2 n�i�n�i ; (5)where jUeij2 is the eletron neutrino ontent of �i. Correspondingly, for a suÆient amountof beta deaying target material, the apture rate is reasonably large. Furthermore, be-ause of the non-zero neutrino mass, this proess has also a unique signature providedby monoenergeti eletrons with kineti energy Q�+m�i , where Q� is the energy releasefor beta deay with m�i = 0, e.g. Q� = 18:6 keV for tritium. This is illustrated in Fig. 3for an idealized situation where jUeij2 = Æei and where the detetor energy resolution aswell as experimental bakground has been negleted.What are the prospets of this tehnique? At presently developed beta deay experi-ments, the relatively small amount of target material leads to a tiny total rate of relineutrio apture. Furthermore, the energy resolution is still too large, �E & m�i , and thebakground rate is too high to expet a disovery of the CNB in the very near future.For example, the tritium beta deay experiment KATRIN [15℄ will exploit in its �rstphase starting in 2012 e�etively � 5�1018 T2 moleules, orresponding to � 5�10�5 gtritium [16℄, is foreseen to have an energy resolution �E � 1 eV and a bakground rateof about 10 mHz. Assuming a neutrino mass m�i = 0:6 eV and taking gravitational lus-tering into aount, a 5 � evidene for the CNB may be ahieved in one year if it werepossible, in the seond phase of KATRIN, whih aims at �E � 0:2 eV and a bakgroundrate of 1 mHz, to inrease the e�etive mass of tritium to � 35 g [17℄. The 187Re betadeay experiment MARE [18℄, on the other hand, foresees to have, in the year � 2011,105 miro-alorimeters of 1�5 mg, whih is still 4-6 orders of magnitude below the massneeded for a reasonable apture rate [17℄. But the miro-alorimetri approah seems tobe salable quite easily. 5



Fig. 4. EHEC� spetrum from deaying superheavy (mX = 1016 GeV) partiles radiated o� osmistrings (f. Ref. [23℄), taking into aount reli neutrino absorption for a hierarhial neutrino spetrumwith m�1 = 10�5 eV, m�2 = 8:3 � 10�3 eV, m�3 = 5:2 � 10�2 eV (dashed line). The error barsorrespond to the ombined projeted sensitivity of the ANITA [25℄ and LOFAR [26℄ EHEC� detetors.3.3. Detetion via absorption features in extremely energeti osmi neutrino spetraAn appealing opportunity to ath a glimpse of the CNB in the present epoh emergesfrom the possible existene of extremely high-energy osmi neutrinos (EHEC�'s), origi-nating e.g. from deaying superheavy partiles whih are radiated o� topologial defetsgenerated at phase transitions in the very early universe (f. Fig. 4). EHEC�s an anni-hilate with reli anti-neutrinos (and vie versa) into Z bosons, ��� ! Z, if their energiesoinide with the respetive resonane energies,Eres0;i = m2Z2m�0;i = 4:2� 1012 � eVm�i �GeV; (6)where mZ denotes the Z mass. An exeptional loss of transpareny of the CNB for os-mi neutrinos results from the fat that the orresponding annihilation ross-setion onresonane is enhaned by several orders of magnitude with respet to non-resonant sat-tering. As a onsequene, the di�use EHEC� ux arriving at Earth is expeted to exhibitabsorption dips [19,20,21,22,23,24℄ whose loations in the spetrum are determined bythe respetive resonane energies of the annihilation proesses. Provided that the dipsan be resolved on Earth, they ould produe the most diret evidene for the existeneof the CNB so far. Promisingly, EHEC� detetors suh as ANITA [25℄, LOFAR [26℄ andSKA [27℄, whih will operate within the next deade, have a very good sensitivity inthe relevant energy range. In fat, provided that the atual EHEC� ux is lose to theurrent bounds, reli neutrino absorption spetrosopy an beome a realisti possibilityin the near future (f. Fig. 4). 6
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